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A well-crafted estate plan can be undone by 
improper titling of assets. 

 

 

 
When spouses share ownership in property, they are considered to be joint owners.  While that sounds simple enough, 
the variations of joint ownership can lead to substantially different results after the death of one of those spouses.  
Selecting the form of joint ownership is an important part of your overall estate plan and should only be done after 
careful consultation with your estate planning attorney and Baird Financial Advisor. 
 

JOINT TENANTS WITH RIGHTS OF SURVIVORSHIP 

Many joint owners choose to title property as Joint Tenants with Rights of Survivorship (JTWROS).  This form of 
ownership allows the first-to-die spouse’s share to pass automatically to the surviving spouse outside of probate. 

While this can be a simple and efficient way to transfer ownership to the surviving spouse, it may not satisfy the couple’s 
other estate planning priorities.  For example, after the first death, JTWROS property will be held in the surviving 
spouse’s name, and could be susceptible to potential remarriage, predatory creditors, and estate taxes.  Instead, it may 
make sense for the deceased spouse to leave their share to a trust for the benefit of the surviving spouse and/or the 
children—especially if there are children from prior to the marriage—so that assets are insulated from outsiders  
 

TENANTS IN COMMON 

In a Tenants in Common (TIC) account, the spouses are still equal owners, but each spouse can transfer their interest 
during lifetime and at death, rather than requiring the property to pass to the other owner.  While this titling will subject 
the deceased spouse’s share to the probate process, it provides each spouse more control over how assets will be 
passed to heirs and can reduce transfer taxes. 
 

COMMUNITY PROPERTY 

Residents of certain states1 may find it appropriate to add a Community Property designation to a joint account between 
spouses.  Community property assets benefit from unique laws enacted in those states, including a full cost basis 
adjustment at the first spouse’s death.  However, this designation is not meant to be a replacement for either of the 
other forms of titling joint property.  Owners of community property must still choose which form of joint ownership—
Joint Tenancy with Rights of Survivorship or Tenancy in Common—is right given their estate planning objectives. 
 
 

 
1 The 9 community property states are Wisconsin, Idaho, Washington, California, Nevada, Arizona, New Mexico, Texas, and Louisiana. A 10th state—
Alaska—allows married couples to opt in to community property laws. 
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Titling Options for Joint Property Ownership, continued  
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JOINT OWNERSHIP BETWEEN NON-SPOUSES  

While less common, property can also be jointly owned by non-spouses (e.g., by a parent and a child), in which case 
the estate planning implications can be even more important.  For example, property classified as JTWROS will pass 
directly to the surviving owner, avoiding probate but potentially bypassing intended heirs.  There are also tax 
implications.  If, say, a Parent puts a Child’s name on an account and the Child later withdraws from the account, the 
Parent is deemed to have made a taxable gift to the Child.  Also, if the Parent dies, the presumption is that only the 
Parent’s half of the account would receive a cost basis adjustment, which could increase capital gains tax to the Child.  
In this case, a “Transfer on Death” account may be more suitable. 


